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several important advantages. These include their tendency to increase the clarity with which 76 models are specified and their ability to weigh evidence under competing evolutionary models 77 using modern inferential machinery. While probabilistic approaches have long been dominant in 78 molecular phylogenetics, their application to paleontological datasets is largely untapped. Yet 79 the extension of approaches developed for extant taxa to fossil taxa will allow for the testing of a 80 broader range of evolutionary hypotheses that are designed to reflect differences in the 81 morphological patterns underlying divergence between fossil taxa. 82
Most previous approaches to phylogenetic reconstruction depict evolutionary relatedness 83 using patterns of 'hypothetical' ancestry in which more closely related taxa are represented as 84 possessing more recent common (hypothetical) ancestors. However, when fossil taxa are 85 included in phylogenetic analyses, we might reasonably consider whether direct ancestry 86 between temporally disjunct taxa or samples can be detected (Foote 1996) . Although there is a 87 spectrum of possible patterns of temporal distribution reflecting directly ancestral relationships, 88 these may be dichotomized into cladogenesis and anagenesis. 89
Characterization of the relative prevalence of cladogenesis and anagenesis in the fossil 90 record and their bearing on the study of evolutionary mode has long been a fundamental question 91 in paleobiology (Simpson 1944; Stanley 1998; Levinton 2001) . Although the significance of 92 these contrasting models of evolutionary change in interpreting patterns in the fossil record has 93 been fiercely debated (Gould and One outstanding question regarding these approaches is the extent to which 145 morphological data themselves are able to illuminate questions of direct ancestor-descendant 146 relationships without explicitly modelling the process of lineage diversification. This may be 147 especially important in clades with gappy fossil records, such as many lineages of terrestrial 148
vertebrates. In these cases, there may be less information available to reconstruct speciation and 149 extinction parameters, and so a characterization of the identifiability of hypotheses of direct 150 ancestry from morphology alone can benefit future studies in these taxa. In addition, 151 methodological extensions of Bayesian tip-dating methods that accommodate serial sampling of 152 lineages have been largely developed for use in epidemiological systems, where they are used to 153 model molecular sequence evolution along single lineages. Although these systems are useful 154 models of patterns in the fossil record, their sampling is often incomplete, and so they may 155 sometimes call for different approaches in practice. Non-Bayesian a posteriori time-scaling 156 (APT) approaches, such as cal3, that accommodate ancestor-descendant relationships also exist 157 (Bapst 2013 (Collard and Wood 2000) . 184
In this study, we describe an approach to phylogenetic inference that combines models of 185 stratigraphic preservation and morphological evolution to reconstruct time-scaled phylogenies 186 and distinguish between anagenesis and cladogenesis using ML and the Akaike Information 187 criterion (AIC). This approach seeks to simplify existing methods, such as the APT and FBD 188 approaches described above, to clearly identify the signal for directly ancestral relationships 189 presented by morphological data alone. Unlike more complex approaches, ours seeks only to 190 identify information in morphological and temporal data that establishes differential support for 191
ancestor-descendant and bifurcating relationships. As a result, our approach explicitly relies on 192 models of morphological evolution and stratigraphic preservation rather than on models of 193
We apply our new approach in hominins using a morphological supermatrix borrowed 
Materials and methods: 213
Inference of ML topology. Our approach evaluates the likelihood of candidate topologies using 214 probabilistic models of fossil preservation and morphological evolution (Huelsenbeck and 215 Rannala 1997; Lewis 2001 ). We perform a semi-automated tree search by calculating the 216 likelihoods of these models on a set of candidate topologies. This approach tests hypotheses of 217 direct ancestorship by combining branches with non-overlapping ranges and comparing 218 cladogenetic and anagenetic models using the AIC. All code developed for these analyses is 219 publicly available and implemented in the mandos package 220 (www.github.com/carolinetomo/mandos). 221
Identification of a fully-bifurcating ML tree. Our approach has yet to be implemented with a fully 222 automated tree searching algorithm, so we combine semi-automated rearrangements with manual 223 perturbations to search for the ML topology. This is done by exploring tree-space surrounding a 224 starting tree estimated from morphological characters alone. In this study, we obtained a ML 225 starting tree using RAxML, version 8.2.11, using the Mk model of morphological evolution 226 (Lewis 2001 ). The morphological data were separated into partitions according to the number of 227 possible states (i.e., binary, trinary, etc.) and analyzed under separate models. This partitioning 228 scheme was maintained for all subsequent morphological likelihood calculations, including those 229 used below in the AIC comparisons. We then performed a series of nearest neighbor interchange 230 (NNI) and subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) operations. These yielded a set of 1700 231 candidate topologies from which we identified the fully-bifurcating topology best supported by 232 both morphologic and stratigraphic data. This tree provided a starting point drawn from both 233 morphologic and stratigraphic lines of evidence. From here, we explored ancestor-descendant 234 relationships using the model-testing approach described below. 235
Modelling stratigraphic preservation. Stratigraphic likelihoods were calculated under a 236 homogeneous Poisson process of geologic preservation. When applied to phylogenetics, 237 inference under this model has been shown to accurately recover simulated phylogenetic 238 relationships (Huelsenbeck and Rannala 1997) . The likelihood function is derived from a 239
Poisson process as the probability of observing the first occurrence (of), last occurrence (ol) and 240 number (no) of occurrences in the stratigraphic record given some origination and extinction time 241
(tf and tl, respectively) and preservation rate (l). These likelihoods are calculated independently 242 for each (i) of b total lineages and multiplied to yield the overall tree likelihood (see 243 (Huelsenbeck and Rannala 1997) for full derivation): 244
This equation reaches its maximum as branching and extinction times approach the first and last 246 occurrences in the fossil record, and so the likelihood is maximized across the tree when the total 247 amount of unsampled time implied by the topology is minimized. Although this approach differs 248 from stratocladistic parsimony in its treatment of occurrence data as continuous rather than 249 discrete, this property causes the preservation model to behave as a statistical formalization of 250 the stratigraphic parsimony debt calculations undertaken in parsimony-based stratocladistic 251
analyses. We estimate lineage origination and termination times along with preservation rate 252 using multivariate numerical optimization routines implemented in SciPy (Jones et al. n.d.) . 253
When combined with morphological data and models of character evolution, this approach 254 represents a comprehensive extension of traditional stratocladistics based entirely upon 255 probabilistic models. 256
Identification of anagenesis. Using the bifurcating topology with the highest likelihood under 257 both stratigraphic and morphologic models, we manually identified a set of potential ancestor-258 descendant relationships. To explore a more comprehensive range of both anagenetic and 259 cladogenetic arrangements, we also extensively perturbed results manually and compared 260 likelihoods. Although a fully-automated tree searching approach will ultimately be desirable in 261 future versions of our method, our approach to tree-searching is similar to those used in previous 262 stratocladistic studies. Starting with the fully bifurcating tree, we identified putative ancestor-263 descendant arrangements by collapsing each branch with a temporal range beginning earlier than 264 the range represented by its sister lineage. We isolated each putative episode of anagenesis and 265 compared the morphologic and stratigraphic likelihoods of anagenetic and cladogenetic 266 arrangements using AIC scores. This was required because cladogenetic nodes assume one more 267 parameter than anagenetic nodes (i.e., the branch length of the new lineage), and so bifurcating 268 trees contain more parameters than anagenetic trees. Under the Poisson preservation model, stratigraphic likelihood predictably improves 285 when unsampled time implied by the phylogeny is reduced, and so the acceptance of anagenetic 286 arrangements also requires the support of morphology. This requires a novel calculation of 287 morphological likelihood where the probability of transitioning from an observed, rather than an 288 uncertain, parental character state to a single or multiple descendant character states is calculated 289 under the Mk model (Fig. 1) . This calculation differs from that used on multi-furcating nodes. 290
Since the sequences at internal nodes representing unobserved taxa are unknown, the likelihood 291 of character data at the tips is typically calculated by summing over all possible states at each 292 unobserved internal node (Felsenstein 1981) . However, when dealing with anagenesis, the sets of 293 character states at some internal nodes are known. In these cases, the likelihood is calculated as 294 the conditional probability of observing the set of traits at the tips given the set of traits 295 possessed by the putative ancestor. Anagenetic arrangements are only accepted when there has 296 been a sufficiently small amount of character change. This procedure resembles model testing 297 procedures used to reconstruct ancestral DNA sequences, which compare conditional likelihoods 298 of different permutations of character states at ancestral nodes (Yang et al. 1995) . Like 299 stratocladistics, this use of probabilistic models of character change enables morphology to 300 occupy a central role in identifying anagenesis. As a result, this approach can in principle be used 301 to test anagenesis even in the absence of a temporal model. A demonstration and test of this 302 method using simulated data is provided in the supplement. 303
Morphological matrix. We performed our analysis on a supermatrix of 391 discrete craniodental 304 characters compiled by Dembo and colleagues (Dembo et al. 2015; 2016) . We removed all 305 ambiguous character states, as researchers did not identify whether these were truly ambiguous 306 or polymorphic. While ambiguous character codings are unlikely to provide significant 307 phylogenetic information, existing Markov models of discrete character evolution do not 308 accommodate polymorphism. We excluded the taxa Kenyanthropus platyops and Homo naledi 309 from the present analysis. The features that are diagnostic of K. playtyops have been suggested to 310 result from taphonomic distortion resulting from matrix expansion, rather than from true 311 biological differences (White 2003) . Thus, we omitted this taxon in hopes of shedding greater 312 light on the remaining, more widely accepted hominin taxa. Homo naledi was omitted because 313 the data provided in the original study yielded an ML topology placing H. naledi as sister to H. 314 sapiens. Although the phylogenetic affinity of H. naledi is a major outstanding question in 315 paleoanthropology, the confusing signal presented by the H. naledi data, which are relatively 316 recently acquired and therefore represent less well-studied fossils overall, reduced our 317 confidence in the ability of this dataset to resolve its placement. Therefore, to avoid any 318 confounding effects from the potential unreliability of the H. naledi data, we performed our 319 analyses on the remaining subset of the data after H. naledi was removed. This enabled us to 320 explore the phylogenetic relationships between better-known hominins. 321
Geologic occurrence times. We surveyed the literature to obtain the observed temporal range of 322 each taxon in continuous time. Reported radiometric dates for the oldest and youngest fossils 323 were taken as the first and last observations. Some specimens are ambiguous in their taxonomic 324 assignment; these were excluded from the analysis. We also gathered the number of total 325 occurrences as the number of localities where each taxon has been identified as listed in 326
MacLatchy et al. (2010) , and supplemented these with additional localities identified in the 327 literature. Cases where multiple specimens belonging to the same taxon have been identified at a 328 single locality were treated as single occurrences. Although we recognize the potential ambiguity 329 in delineating between sites, localities, and occurrences, we attempted to coarsely characterize 330 the total number of occurrences using the number of sites at which each taxon occurs. This 331 approach is more likely to underestimate the number of occurrences than overestimate them, 332 which we expect to yield more conservative statistical support for competing topologies under 333 the preservation model. A comprehensive list of the sites used to define temporal ranges for all 334 taxa is provided in the supplement. 335 336
Results and Discussion: 337
Anagenesis in the hominin fossil record: Our analysis yielded evidence for several instances of 338 anagenesis in the hominin fossil record (Fig. 2) However, when anagenesis is not considered and phylogeny is inferred from morphology alone, 353 we recover the same placement for Au. garhi as the cladistic result (Fig. 2b) shows that the consideration of direct ancestry can generate statistical support for phylogenetic 384 results that conform more closely to positions generated through researchers' subjective 385 interpretations and exploratory data analyses. This finding supports a general argument against 386 the use of cladistic and phylogenetic methods that are restricted to bifurcating relationships in 387 fossil taxa, where the possibility of variability in evolutionary mode (i.e., occurrence of both 388 anagenesis and cladogenesis) is at odds with an assumption that evolution proceeds by 389 cladogenesis alone (Fig. 2) . 390
Our results differ markedly from previous phylogenetic studies seeking to reconstruct 391 hominin phylogeny using probabilistic and cladistic methods. evolutionary budding given incomplete sampling (Fig. 4) . This interpretation is consistent with 434 previous authors' treatment of temporal ranges when identifying anagenesis between taxa, which 435 have allowed a period of overlap between putative ancestor-descendant pairs (Aze et al. 2011 ; 436
Strotz and Allen 2013). 437
We use the term 'ancestor' modelled loosely after Gingerich (1979) . Ancestors identified 438 through our method represent collections of samples possessing a suite of morphological 439 character states that is not sufficiently differentiated from a single or a set of subsequently 440 occurring samples to warrant assignment to distinct lineages. In our usage, we consider 441 anagenesis as any evolutionary change occurring along these serially linked phyletic lineage 442 segments. Thus, the taxonomic and phylogenetic units of analysis are fundamentally important to 443 the formulation and interpretation of our results. Hominin taxa are often represented by only one 444 or a small number of samples, and the number of species may be overestimated (White 2003) . 445
This may complicate the ability to meaningfully characterize phylogenetic relationships from a 446 precise mechanistic view. Nevertheless, morphological and temporal data can be combined to 447 summarize the relative support for anagenetic and cladogenetic patterns in the inheritance of 448 observed character states (i.e. even in cases where distinctiveness may not be at the species 449 level). 450
Under our method, ancestor-descendant relationships might be interpreted either as true 451 anagenesis (i.e., a single population undergoing gradual transformation), or as some form of 452 budding cladogenesis. Previous researchers have argued that true anagenesis is rare compared to 453 budding when analyzing the fossil records of densely-sampled marine invertebrate lineages using 454 more complex preservation models (Bapst and Hopkins 2016) . Nevertheless, we suggest that 455 distinction between these two modes may often be impossible in terrestrial vertebrate lineages 456 with large sampling gaps. For example, our results among early hominin species include multiple 457 inferred direct ancestors, but the large gaps in stratigraphic sampling throughout this region of 458 the tree hamper the ability to determine whether these relationships represent true anagenesis or 459 budding that has been obfuscated by poor sampling. 460
Instead of relying upon hope that more complex preservation models are robust to wide 461 sampling gaps, our method disregards the completeness of sampling to evaluate the support for 462 ancestor-descendant pairs using morphology. Although temporal data occupy an important place 463 in our approach, they are largely used as a guide to constrain the set of possible ancestors and 464 descendants and to provide additional insight when morphological data are equivocal. Coarsely 465 speaking, our approach focuses on patterns in morphological differentiation and lineage 466 disparification, while approaches such as cal3 model lineage diversification. Further empirical 467 and simulation-based work is needed to determine the relative merits of methods of testing 468 ancestor-descendant relationships, such as cal3, that explicitly focus on diversification patterns, 469 and ours, which weighs morphological patterns more heavily. We speculate that their relative 470 accuracy may depend largely on the completeness of sampling in the rock record and the 471 correlation strength between morphological change and lineage diversification, although other 472 factors may also be important. 473
The scales at which phylogenetic data are sampled may further complicate mechanistic 474 evolutionary interpretations. Morphological character matrices often lack samples across the 475 entire stratigraphic range of each taxon, and so generally assume morphological stasis within 476 lineages. It is therefore often impossible to observe gradual morphological change within and 477 between taxa. These considerations might cause anagenetic relationships identified here to 478 represent either true anagenesis or some form of 'pseudo-anagenesis', where stratigraphic and 479 morphological data appear consistent with anagenesis but the persistence of the ancestor has not 480 been sampled. The ancestor-descendant relationships identified by our method may be 481 interpreted in several ways. As sampled, these results may be roughly conceived as anagenesis in 482 the sense that the mode of evolutionary change between taxa is indistinguishable from evolution 483 occurring along a single lineage, depending upon the completeness of sampling and the degree to 484 which morphological disparity correlates with true biological species diversity. This 485 interpretation is consistent with historical usage by paleobiologists (Gingerich 1979 advocate the use of cladistic methods, arguing that Markov models inadequately capture the 497 complexities of morphological evolution. Although we agree that existing substitution models 498 oversimplify these processes, our results suggest that the accommodation of ancestor-descendant 499 hypotheses in probabilistic methods can improve the fidelity of phylogenetic reconstructions, 500 even when Lewis Mk is used as the underlying model of morphological change. As a result, 501 concerns regarding the adequacy of existing morphological substitution models may be partially 502 alleviated by considering hypotheses of direct ancestorship. This is supported by simulation 503 work showing that stratocladisics outperforms cladistics in topology reconstruction (Fox et al. 504 1999) . Further exploration is needed to demonstrate more thoroughly the limitations of our new 505 approach, which builds upon stratocladistics by incorporating the benefits of probabilistic 506 analyses, including 1) more explicit statements of the assumptions involved, and 2) the ability to 507 weigh competing models using modern inferential criteria. 508
The method we describe seeks to enhance understanding of the fossil record by explicitly 509 testing support for existing hypotheses of direct ancestorship while attempting to make more 510 explicit assumptions than stratocladistics or recently developed Bayesian methods. Although it 511
shares features with recent methods that use mechanistic evolutionary models in a Bayesian 512 context to infer ancestral relationships (Zhang et al. 2016 ), our approach is intended as a 513 foundational, minimally complex framework for exploring the behavior of probabilistic models 514 to evaluate support for anagenesis in temporal and morphological data. As such, our method 515 should be viewed as a complement to, rather than a simplification of, existing Bayesian 516 approaches. That is, our method encourages examination of the informativeness of the data 517 without the increased complexity of assessing prior probabilities. Our method further differs 518 from both existing Bayesian and parametric APT approaches by explicitly omitting 519 diversification parameters and instead placing morphological data in a central role when 520 evaluating hypotheses of direct ancestry. In doing so, temporal data help to delineate the set of 521 possible ancestors and play an important role in measuring the fit of candidate trees to the 522 observed stratigraphic record. Our method does not seek to reconstruct diversification processes, 523 and instead focuses on identifying hypotheses that best describe only the information contained 524 within morphological and temporal datasets. Assessment of information contained within 525 datasets and tests of hypotheses can also be achieved using Bayesian approaches (Lewis et al. 526 2016), but likelihoodist approaches such as ours streamline these procedures by reducing 527 complications presented by prior probabilities and Bayesian Markov-chain Monte Carlo 528 sampling. 529
Although Bayesian methods can be beneficial in certain circumstances, our method 530 simplifies identification of anagenetic hypotheses using evolutionary and stratigraphic models. 531
We observe that the likelihood surface surrounding certain nodes may possess low peaks (Table  532 1), which likely results from sparse sampling and relatively low information in the 533 morphological characters. Since Bayesian approaches often average results across this surface, it 534 is possible that they may fail to capture those relationships best supported by the data by 535 including information from weakly supported hypotheses. This is of greater concern in 536 paleontological than neontological data because the increased abundance of molecular data is 537 often likely to result in more clearly defined peaks in the likelihood surface. In cases where 538 information is sparse, likelihoodist approaches such as ours offer the benefit of filtering through 539 noisy and equivocal signal to reveal the hypothesis best supported by the data. Although these 540 benefits are also achievable through Bayesian approaches, additional caution must be taken to 541 select priors that do not dominate weakly informative data. In addition, careful thought should be 542 How can we proceed? Anagenesis and splitting cladogenesis were most pertinent to our analysis 547 of hominin evolution, and the straightforward dichotomy between these simplified the 548 assumptions and interpretation of our tests. Our approach may need to explicitly accommodate 549 budding before being applied to groups with very dense fossil records. However, the assumptions 550 required, which may often include morphological stasis within lineages, may make application to 551 some phylogenetic datasets impractical. This is especially true in cases such as hominins, for 552 which the fossil record implies large sampling gaps, and characters representative across 553 stratigraphic ranges are often sampled from only a single individual. Expansions of our approach 554 through implementation of new models will further test the implications of existing 555 paleontological datasets for reconstructing complex evolutionary and geologic processes over 556 deep timescales. We hope that the example provided here will encourage integration of more 557 diverse evolutionary modes into phylogenetic methods yielding better explanations of temporal 558 patterns in critical parts of life's history. 559
As we emphasize above, the approach described here should be viewed as an attempt to 560 explore the capability of phylogenetic methods to identify the signal of anagenesis using existing 561 models to interrogate morphological and stratigraphic data. In doing so, we acknowledge that 562 there are many complicated biological and geological factors that could be incorporated into this 563 framework. For instance, previous researchers have accommodated heterogeneity in fossil 564 preservation rates across time and among lineages (Foote 1997; Gavryushkina et al. 2014) . 565
There have also been several concerns raised in the literature regarding the adequacy of existing 566 models of discrete trait evolution to inform complex evolutionary scenarios (Goloboff et al. 567 2017; Brown et al. 2017 ). Alternative models that use continuous characters may help to improve 568 some of these issues (Felsenstein 1988; Goloboff et al. 2006 ; Parins-Fukuchi 2017). Moving 569 forward, elaborations making use of new data sources and models will only continue to improve 570 resolution of evolutionary patterns in the fossil record. 571
Finally, we acknowledge that our empirical results beg qualification. In particular, we 572 expect that future studies will generate a more comprehensive and authoritative view of hominin 573 evolution as improved data continue to become available. For instance, although we are currently 574 cautious about making strong statements concerning the ancestral position of Sahelanthropus 575 using this dataset, additional information may resolve this issue. This may be the case for several 576 other areas of the hominin tree, which may be better resolved as temporal and taxonomic gaps in 577 sampling are better filled by new discoveries. In addition, we concede the possibility that more 578 comprehensive automated tree searching routines may reveal support for hypotheses that we 579 failed to consider under our semi-automated approach. Therefore, instead of providing an 580 authoritative view of hominin evolution, our study provides a springboard for future studies by 581
showing that the accommodation of anagenesis can improve our view of the processes and 582 relationships underpinning the evolution of fossil taxa. Nevertheless, due to the improved 583 support and congruence of hypotheses that explicitly consider ancestor-descendant relationships, 584 we recommend that future phylogenetic studies in hominins avoid methods that only consider 585 bifurcating relationships. Future studies that build upon existing work in other taxa will also be 586 important to better characterize the extent to which this suggestion can be generalized across the 587 tree of life. Although the accommodation of directly ancestral relationships is especially relevant 588 in hominin taxa, for which hypotheses of anagenesis have been long entertained through 589 qualitative anatomical assessment, these results may also be important in other taxa. Further 590 empirical work will be needed to develop a better understanding of the extent to which the 591 consideration of direct ancestors can improve resolution of evolutionary patterns throughout the 592 
